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ARTICLE BY: TAMPA ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHER BRIAN SWARTZWELDER
PROJECT LOCATION: ORLANDO, ORANGE COUNTY, FLORIDA

As a builder heavily involved in new home constructionnew home construction, you realize you’re not taking promoting the beautiful
homes you build. No surprise, but the promotional efforts so far have been a collection of photos quickly taken and
thrown up to your website.

Unfortunately, the photos you and your family have taken of your completed homes fall woefully short in making that
first-impression count.

Let’s face it. You rely on skilled trades to do their part in finishing your home, so it should be a ‘no brainer’ to use a
pro when it comes to capturing all the elements that make your houses…a home.

For starters, the experienced team at Grey Street Studios understand how important it is to present the right
perspectives inside and out; plus, they know how to create the mood, the color and capture those “Wow!” moments
in the finished photographs they present to you.

                                                                            Pickett Reserve- Canton 

Never is it just about ‘point-and-shoot’ our way around the structure, or turn on a light here-and their inside to get the
setting we want. More so, we gauge the setting of the site and home, and understanding how we can use the natural
light with the best aperture settings, or key light focused on a stairway.
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Often, the best exposures can be had by ‘bracketing’ the opening of the lense and choosing the best image upon
editing. Angles? Again, it has to be natural and not draw attention to itself; always, our architectural photography is
about finding the best attributes of the home, and its site, to showcase it with pizazz!

Contact usContact us to learn more about our clients and why they keep coming back to us.

Brian SwartzwelderBrian Swartzwelder

https://www.greystreetstudios.com/contact_%20architectural-photographer.html

